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All the world's a lab ... last scene of all
I was very sorry to have missed your retirement party but my doctors forbade me to travel. Yesterday, I
watched the video you sent me of the symposium and the speeches at the dinner; it was a most impressive
occasion. I best enjoyed young Ben, my great-grandson, who read my paper for me. I had totally forgotten
about those experiments and I hope you didn't mind my using your symposium to make them public.
Now that the singing and dancing are over, you will no doubt be considering what you are going to do
with all your newly found free time. Like everybody else, you have probably for long been accumulating a list
of the things you are going to do when you retire; all of the places you want to visit, all the books you are
going to read, the subjects you are going to learn and the myriad projects you had to set aside because you had
no time. Throw the list away. Firstly, you are not going to have all this wonderful free time, because everybody
is going to descend on you, with their projects, arguing that now that you do not have a formal job, you will
doubtless have all the time in the world to edit their books, or chair their committees or organize their
meetings. Unless you are firm, you will find yourself even busier than you were before you retired, except that
now you will have no office and no secretary to help you. You must resist all such invitations; don't be tempted
to think that this will keep you in the swim of things.
Should you write a book? Publishers will soon be pressing you to write your autobiography, to tell the
world how it really all happened. I do enjoy reading autobiographies; it satisfies the voyeur in me - even
though there are few torrid scenes to view through the keyhole. Only if you have scandals to divulge, or
something very interesting to say, should you write one, because it takes considerable literary powers to
communicate the excitement of research, Of course, you are important enough for somebody to write your
biography, and perhaps it is better for an outside observer to sing your praises than for you to do it yourself.
What about a history of the subject you helped to create or a philosophical treatise on the 'new biology'? There
are enough historians and philosophers trying to do this anyway; the history and philosophy of science is an
expanding industry and we should not take the bread out of the mouths of the hungry.
You could, of course, go on doing science. You need money for this but quite often it can be arranged. Try
to find a patron, because none of the granting agencies will want to help you; in their view you have already
had your share, and the money is needed for others. You will want to find a topic that nobody else is working
on and the scale of the research has to be small, marginally above pottering about. If you are successful, the
project will be taken over. If you fail, it doesn't really matter, as long as the problem was worthwhile.
Or try becoming an inventor as I did when I retired. Most of my inventions are closely guarded secrets. I
mean, God never patented evolution, he just kept it a trade secret. My inventions are mainly not practical
things or gadgets, but deep theories about everything, from the mundane to the celestial, and from the sublime
to the ridiculous. Arguably, my best invention concerns the Complete Theory of the Inverted Telephone Call,
now communicated to you and, if our correspondence is ever published, to the world for the first time.
As you know, when a telephone call is made its polarity is taken for granted; somebody is calling and
somebody is receiving. How can this polarity be inverted? There is a simple form of inversion, well known to
undergraduate students. You telephone your professor at 2 a.m. He answers, usually with burbling noises. You
immediately say "Whom do you wish to speak to?" More noises - "What? what?" You then say " I'm sorry,
you have the wrong number", and you put the phone down, leaving him perplexed. For years I believed there
was a complementary ploy, and in retirement I discovered it. When your telephone rings, you lift.it and
instantly say "May I please speak to Susie?" Usually there is a stunned silence but sometimes spluttering noises
may be heard. You then say "I am terribly sorry, I must have the wrong number", and immediately replace the
receiver, leaving the caller confused and puzzled. As this completes my theory, I am now working on a theory
of acupunture, which proposes that the needles were once used to test for the levels of anaesthesia; when the
pharmacology was lost and the drugs no longer used, it came to be believed that the needles induced the
anaesthesia. Follow my lead, and invent some theories for yourself.
I hear my nurse approaching. Please visit me here in Schloss Alzheimer so I can tell you more about these
wonderful inventions.
Yours ever
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